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ARACHI: Before the end of his tenure as chief executive 
of the country in May 2013, interim Prime Minister KHazar Khan Khoso approved the establishment of a 

welfare fund for journalists targeted in conflict zones. A 
notification issued for the purpose on May 15 said death of a 
journalist, or a disability suffered by him/her, created all sorts 
of financial and social problems for his/her family. “It is 
imperative to reduce the agony of the family and to provide 
financial assistance [to them],” it added.

Seed money of Rs10 million for the fund has to be provided by 
the information ministry through the Pakistan Electronic Media 
Regulatory Authority (PEMRA).
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IN BRIEF 

PIND DADAN KHAN – Safar Ali Khan, a journalist from Pind Dadan Khan in 
Punjab province has accused local police of threatening and intimidating him 
after the publication of a news report on a local murder. According to the 
journalist, Station House Officer Station Mityani does not want the case to 
surface. The journalists has asked higher officials in the police to follow the 
case and ensure security for him. 

ISLAMABAD – Journalists in Islamabad staged a protest against the lack of 
action against those accused of torturing a journalist from Sindhi media on 
June 7th, 2013. A four member committee headed by RIUJ General Secretary 
Bilal Dar held negotiations with the police officials. On order from Assistant 
Commissioner City Mohammad Ali two teams were formed by the police to 
arrest the accused.  

ISLAMABAD:  Banned, militant organization Lashkar-e-Jhangvi has added 
journalists to its list of targets, according to reports. On June 27, 2013, the 
Laskhar’s chief Asif Chotu released a statement saying that they would kill 
anybody who helps the enemies of Islam including journalists, doctors and 
engineers. 

The government will also seek journalist who suffers The notification said a 
contributions for the fund amputation of an organ. committee comprising the 
from media houses and information secretary, 
organisations like the Pakistan The family of a journalist who principal information officer 
Federal Union of Journalists dies in an accident will be and presidents of the leading 
and the All Pakistan given Rs200,000, according to press clubs would approve the 
Newspapers Society. Under the notification. Up to money to be given under the 
the initiative, Rs500,000 shall Rs200,000 will be paid for initiative.
be given to the family of any treatment of a journalist 
journalist dying in the line of suffering from a serious As reported by Dawn
duty and Rs300,000 to a ailment, including cancer.
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KOTLI: The police have checking of the office was Munir Hussain. The accused 
arrested a man who conducted and later it was confessed his crime. During 
threatened to blow up Geo cleared. investigation, the police 
News Karachi office with  recovered mobile phone 
bomb from Qamaroti in Later, the sensitive agencies and SIM from his 
Kotli. Earlier, 20-year-old arrested the accused from possession. A case was 
accused, Yasir, through Qamaroti by tracing phone registered against him and 
phone call, threatened to call. The accused was further investigation is 
blow up the Geo News handed over to police after underway.
Karachi office. On the holding talks with Deputy 
threatening call, a strict Commissioner Saudul As reported by The News
three-hour security Rehman and SP Chaudhry 

Man threatening to blow up 
Geo News TV office held
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Collection of data of slain journalist 
families’ begins
PESHAWAR: The Journalists that so far about 30 senior community.
Welfare, Safety and journalists in Peshawar had  
Development Foundation agreed to work voluntarily for The JWSDF also decided that 
(JWSDF) has issued a data welfare of the media persons besides extending financial 
form to all of its coordinators and support the JWSDF in this support to the needy 
to collect basic information regard. The meeting decided journalists, it will also support 
about the relatives of the slain to arrange an introductory the non-journalistic staff 
media persons so that meeting for the members of including hawkers. Besides 
practical steps could be taken monitoring and evaluation financial support, family 
for the welfare of the committee, advisory council, members of the martyred 
bereaved families. cabinet and its board of journalists and needy 
 directors at the Peshawar community members would 
The decision was taken in a Press Club so that they could be trained in different 
meeting of the foundation at expedite coordinated efforts technical fields so that they 
the Peshawar Press Club in for families of the slain and could earn livelihood with 
June 2013, with its patron other needy media persons. honour. The journalists were 
Syed Bukhar Shah Bacha in the  asked to download the forms 
chair. The participants The participants expressed after a week from the website 
reviewed the preliminary work satisfaction over the work on www.journalistsfoundation.co
on its membership in website of the foundation, m and return them to the 
Peshawar, various districts of membership process, and respective coordinators.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and contacts with government 
tribal agencies. officials, ministers and other As reported by The News
 relevant people to get their 
The meeting was informed support for welfare of the 
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If you are a journalist facing a threat, http://journalistsafety.org/report-a-
you can contact us on: threat/

If you report the threat online, we will PFUJ: 051-287-0220 
call you for further details, especially if Intermedia: 051-260-4205 
you are in the need of assistance.

Or write to us at
You can also apply for assistance by 

safetyfund@intermedia.org.pk or 
downloading the application form here 

outreach@intermedia.pk
- http://journalistsafety.org/2012/08/ 
30/assistance-application/

You can also report the threat to us 
online by visiting this webpage  - 

Contacts to Remember!

OFF and on, we are reminded minister Hazar Khan Khoso to when it comes to providing 
of the fact that Pakistan set up a fund for journalists in compensation to families of 
remains a hard place for conflict zones must be journalists who get killed or 
journalists to carry out their welcomed. The fund seeks to seriously injured while 
professional responsibilities. provide financial assistance to carrying out their duties. 
There have been a number of families of journalists killed or Unless media houses support 
high-profile killings of media maimed in the line of duty this initiative — particularly on 
persons in this country. while it also provides for cash the financial front — it will not 
Conditions are especially support for media persons become sustainable. 
difficult in Federally “suffering from a serious 
Administered Tribal Areas ailment”. Also, while the fund was set 
(Fata) and parts of up by the caretaker 
Balochistan, where journalists While the state has taken the administration, we expect the 
have paid with their lives, initiative, the fact is that elected government to honour 
while even in cities like Karachi ensuring journalists receive the initiative and support it. 
media persons have been proper training, equipment Considering the occupational 
targeted and face a variety of and protection in order to hazards, journalists will at 
threats. Working conditions safely carry out their least be assured that some 
are particularly tough for professional duties is primarily sort of support will be 
freelancers and stringers the responsibility of media available to them or their 
operating in remote and houses. This also holds true families should anything 
conflict-ridden areas. for providing compensation in unfortunate happen.

case anything unforeseen 
Considering the occurs. Media concerns must Published in Dawn
circumstances, the decision by step in and match the 
former caretaker prime government’s effort, especially 

Comment

A safety net: Fund for journalists

June 2013June 2013

Pakistan Journalist Safety Fund
Pakistan Journalism Safety Fund (PJSF) is an initiative to provide basic financial & legal support to 
journalists under duress. The fund works under collaboration between Pakistan Federal Union of 
Journalists and Intermedia Pakistan with financial support from International Media Support.

Categories of Assistance

* Death (murder / killing / terrorism victim)

* Kidnapping/abduction

* Detention / Arrest (by state authorities)

* Assault/injury/physical harm

* Censorship/ban/gag order

* Displacement (from hometown due to conflict)

* Threat (verbal/written)

* Legal notice 

* Others

Nature of Assistance Provided

* Legal aid for family

* Trauma counseling for family

* Financial aid for family

* Relocation

* Medical aid

* Other 
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Waqas Naeem miles from the city center, was city. The journalists have since 
“legally” allotted to the locked up the camp office in 

ISLAMABAD: In the high journalists by the government in protest as well, said sources.
mountains of Gilgit-Baltistan (G- 2002, according to Skardu Press 
B), the already-dismal state of Club President Nisar Abbas. The Traders, clerics and 
press freedom might be touching journalists are protesting the representatives of G-B’s 
a new and shameful low. For crude manner in which the opposition parties have tried to 
most of June 2013, Skardu’s district government moved to intervene on behalf of Skardu’s 
journalists have been protesting take control of the building, journalists, who have said that 
against what they claim to be the which they believe is a they will not accept favours 
G-B government’s crackdown on manifestation of G-B Chief because they are concerned that 
news reporters and media Minister Mehdi Shah’s policy of questions may be raised over 
organizations who are trying to control and confrontation their impartiality and 
expose bad governance and towards journalists. professionalism.
corruption.

They claim that the police had “We want the public to know 
At a protest camp set up next to cordoned off a one-kilometer about the performance of their 
the city’s famous martyrs’ stretch of the road near the press elected representatives,” said Ijaz 
monument, the journalists club at 1am on May 29, Hussain, editor of a local Urdu 
recount horrific stories from the confiscated furniture and daily newspaper. “It is our duty to 
recent past, replete with equipment before occupying the inform the public.”
allegations. According to the building. The equipment was not 
them, district and G-B returned and that the police had While Skardu’s journalists have 
government authorities have refused to register a case for the been on a symbolic hunger strike 
harassed reporters and editors, missing items, said a local for three weeks, little 
booked journalists on false reporter, while talking to The information of their struggle has 
charges and even pressured Express Tribune. trickled down to the larger cities. 
national broadcast news outlets “We could have been notified Journalists’ unions have 
to fire reporters who are that the government wanted us remained silent on the issue, 
investigating the government’s to vacate the building,” said which has left Skardu’s journalists 
spending and performance. Abbas. “Why did they have to feeling alone and betrayed.

move in the thick of the night? 
Skardu’s journalists are facing This is no way to treat “The government is trying to 
threats that are not unique to journalists.” crush journalists here, so they 
Pakistan’s media landscape — can never expose the 
the country was ranked 159 out Skardu Deputy Commissioner government’s wrongdoings,” said 
of 179 countries in the 2013 Qamar Shehzad said the Abbas. “We request the 
Press Freedom Index released by journalists had been notified journalistic community in 
Reporters without Borders — but “perhaps one to two years ago” Pakistan to support G-B’s 
their plight was amplified on May to vacate the premises. journalists in their struggle 
29 when the district government against government repression.”
seized the Skardu Press Club He said the journalists already 
building and handed it over to have another press club building. As reported by the Express 
the district hospital, evicting the He was referring to a 121-square- Tribune
journalists. yard three-room building that 

was given to the media in 2008 
The building, located around two to establish a camp office in the 

June 2013 June 2013
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NEW DELHI – Pakistan is now signal from the army to Prime 
without the presence of any Minister Nawaz Sharif to go slow Asked why he had suddenly been 
Indian journalist. Just when hope on his promise of improving asked to leave, Laskar told HT 
was alive of improved ties relations with India,’’ a senior from Islamabad that “I’ve been 
between India and Pakistan, Indian official was quoted as given no reason. I haven’t 
Press Trust of India’s (PTI) saying by Hindustan Times. The violated my visa restrictions or 
Islamabad-based correspondent timing of Lashkar’s sudden rules governing my professional 
Razaul Laskar was asked to leave departure is suspicious because conduct. But the manner in 
the country by June 29. he has been posted in Islamabad which it was done is very 

since September 2006 and has surprising.’’ Laskar, in fact, has 
Laskar was told to pack up at a been on visa extensions often. not visited India in the last two 
time when he had been waiting What is not good is the fact that years because he was not given a 
for an extension of his visa since Pakistan has not processed visa re-entry visa. Pakistan denied 
March. He did not buy an air requests from neither The Hindu that it had asked Lashkar to 
ticket to India since he was nor the PTI. leave. 
waiting for a visa extension. As 
an arrangement between India The PTI had applied for a visa for “I refute the charge that we have 
and Pakistan, two journalists Laskar’s successor over a year asked him to leave the country,’’ 
from either side are allowed to ago but the High Commission in said Manzoor Ali Memon, the 
be posted in Islamabad and New Delhi repeatedly said that it was spokesperson for the Pakistan 
Delhi. Pakistan has not posted being processed. This too is a High Commission, adding, “He 
correspondents in India since break from convention because should be grateful that he was 
2010 and so the positions for the earlier successors were allowed allowed to stay for nearly five 
Pakistan Broadcasting to overlap with the outgoing years.” Pressed for why the 
Association and the Associated correspondents. The Hindu too is successors of both the PTI and 
Press of Pakistan have been lying waiting for a word from the The Hindu are being kept 
vacant. Pakistan High Commission after hanging, he said, “They are being 

their correspondent Anita Joshua processed.” 
“Since this is not a tit-for-tat returned to India on June 1 this 
thing, we are analysing if this is a year. As reported by Pakistan Today 

Pakistan refuses to extend visa for 
Indian journalist 

Press-ing for freedom, newsmen of 
Skardu go unheard

Minority-owned magazine’s office 
under siege 
LAHORE: The siege of an office weekly, The Lahore, has stopped. the spot round-the-clock so that 
on Turner Road in Lahore, where Religious activists have not only nothing can be removed from 
a weekly magazine owned by an stopped the magazine’s the premises.
family of religious minority administration from entering the 
Ahmadi community is produced office, located on the first floor of Jamaat-i-Ahmadia Pakistan 
continues after two months. Galaxy Law Chambers, but also spokesperson Saleemudin said 

have not let them take away the the siege laid by a group of 
Since the siege began, the printed material and furniture extremists was part of a 
circulation and publishing of the from the office. The men patrol campaign against Ahmadis. They 
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“Since this is not a tit-for-tat returned to India on June 1 this 
thing, we are analysing if this is a year. As reported by Pakistan Today 

Pakistan refuses to extend visa for 
Indian journalist 

Press-ing for freedom, newsmen of 
Skardu go unheard

Minority-owned magazine’s office 
under siege 
LAHORE: The siege of an office weekly, The Lahore, has stopped. the spot round-the-clock so that 
on Turner Road in Lahore, where Religious activists have not only nothing can be removed from 
a weekly magazine owned by an stopped the magazine’s the premises.
family of religious minority administration from entering the 
Ahmadi community is produced office, located on the first floor of Jamaat-i-Ahmadia Pakistan 
continues after two months. Galaxy Law Chambers, but also spokesperson Saleemudin said 

have not let them take away the the siege laid by a group of 
Since the siege began, the printed material and furniture extremists was part of a 
circulation and publishing of the from the office. The men patrol campaign against Ahmadis. They 
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had also lodged several false FIRs under the blasphemy law 
against Ahmadis, he said.
“They forced the magazine’s owners to leave the place and 
are now stealing their possessions from the office with the 
connivance of the police,” he said.

Saleemudin said they were trying to victimise the magazine 
staff for their religious beliefs. He said they were pressuring 
the police to register an FIR against them. “Instead of 
providing them security, the police appear to be 
encouraging the extremists to continue the siege,” he said.

Muhammad Yaqoob, a member of the United Khatam-i-
Nabuwat told The Express Tribune that they had laid siege 
to the office to “Get God’s blessings”. He said the magazine 
carried blasphemous content and should be banned. He 
said at least eight of their men remained at the office to 
prevent Ahmadis from entering the office and removing 
material from it. “We will remove it ourselves with help 
from the police after we manage to have an FIR registered 
against them under blasphemy laws,” he said.

He said an additional sessions judge had ordered the 
registration of an FIR, but the police were favouring the 
Ahmadis by not registering it.

He said a contempt of court petition had been moved 
before the Lahore High Court for the implementation of the 
court’s orders for the registration of an FIR.

According to Yaqoob’s application, he requested the police 
to register an FIR under Sections 298-C, 295 (B), 295 (C) and 
Section 11-W of the Anti-Terrorism Act against magazine 
publisher Mian Muhammad Shah Jee, editor Yasir Zervi, 
Yasir Mansoor Ahmed and two others. He said that he had 
seen Yasir Zervi and two others circulating copies of the 
magazine on April 23. He said he too was given a copy of 
the magazine and had found blasphemous content in it.
He requested the police to seize everything in the office and 
seal it forever.

Munawar Ali Shahid, a human rights activist, told The 
Express Tribune that Poet Saqib Zervi had started the 
weekly, The Lahore, in 1951. It was published every Friday, 
he said. Zervi died in 2001 and his sons Yasir Zervi and 
Mansoor Zervi took over. He said the magazine had been 
publishing social, cultural, political, economic and literary 
material for the last 62 years, but had now fallen prey to 
anti-Ahmadi elements.

As reported by The Express Tribune

This report is prepared by 
Intermedia Pakistan with support 
from Foundation Open Society 
Pakistan and International Media 
Support. For detailed updates on 
journalist safety issues in Pakistan, 
please visit our special website 
journalistsafety.org

If you are a journalist under threat 
please contact us on 
outreach@intermedia.pk or report 
the threat at 
http://journalistsafety.org/report-
a-threat/

Media Threats Bulletin is a 
monthly publication, compiling 
key news items about threats to 
media in Pakistan. The bulletin 
can be accessed at 
journnalistsafety.org If you would 
like to receive the monitor and 
regular updates on journalist 
safety issues in Pakistan, follow 
our website or email us at 
outreach@Intremedia.pk for 
subscription.
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